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Mustangs Surge Late and Stun Lynx with 
4-2 Victory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CONCORD, NH – After 80 minutes of play we were even at 2-2. Then Central Maine CC raced past 
the Lynx for a pair of goals within an eight-minute span and secured a huge YSCC Conference 
victory.  
 
NHTI started the action early in the contest following a beautiful centering pass from Axel Alberto 
(Manchester, NH) to the foot of Teigan Friedrich (Andover, NH) for his first score of the season in 
the fourth minute. The Mustangs answered in minute 22 as Mohamed Abdikadir hammered home a 
goal positioned by Abdilahi Abdi.  
 
In the second half CMCC would gain their first lead of the game with a goal from Suab Nur. With 
time running out the Lynx offense got what they needed as Friedrich sparked the offense again 
sending a corner kick which found the foot of Nickolas Weinmann (Hooksett, NH) for score number 
two of the season. 
 
Then the dominant stretch for the Mustangs happened. From minute 80 to 88 the visitors marked 
two more goals one on a possession attack which was put past Shaun Goyette (Berlin, NH) by 
Mohmed Motan. The other came after a last-ditch effort by the Lynx saw everyone on the attack 
during a corner kick including Goyette. CMCC cleared it away and found Abdilahi Abdi for the 
ending strike. 
 
For the latest information on NHTI Athletics follow the Lynx via social media on Facebook 
(NHTI Athletics), Instagram (NHTI Lynx Athletics), Twitter (NHTI Lynx Athletics) and YouTube 
(NHTI Lynx Athletics). 

NHTI – Concord’s Community College  
NHTI is a dynamic public institution of higher learning that provides accessible, rigorous 
education for students, businesses, and the community. We create pathways for lifelong learning, 
career advancement, and civic engagement, offering 90+ academic programs to 4,600+ students 
annually. NHTI is a member of the Community College System of New Hampshire and since 1969 
has been accredited by the New England Commission of Higher Education, a nongovernmental, 
nationally recognized accrediting agency. 
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